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In the article the significance of transport infrastructure in the whole logistics system is grounded. In such a way, transport logistics accounts for 89% of the total logistics costs. The conclusion is made that the main factor predetermining the increase of effectiveness of the state transport and logistics sphere is the developed transport system. In this relation, the retrospective analysis is made and main tendencies, which characterize the activity of enterprises of transport infrastructure of Ukraine, are analyzed. The conclusion is made that there exists a set of problems of national transport and logistics enterprises’ functioning. Revealed actual for today problems and grounded an essential backlog of transport infrastructure enterprises of Ukraine from modern world analogues. It is grounded that main problems of transport and logistics system of Ukraine are the following: infrastructural problems; moral and physical obsolescence of the main funds (transport parks, depots and pavement etc.); low percent of modern transport and logistics centers, disintegration of international and interregional economic ties; lack of related services development; insufficient storage capacity; imperfection of the legal framework and transport infrastructure enterprises activity control; high prices on transport and logistics services; unstable general economic and political situation and other.

Based on the analysis of the current problems in transport sphere of Ukraine, the conclusion is made about the necessity of stimulation of investment activity in this sphere, especially on the basis of foreign capital attracting. In this connection analyzed international projects and programs in the field of transport logistics, in which Ukraine is participating. The conclusion is made about the availability of perspectives and prerequisites for increasing of effectiveness of transport and logistics enterprises of Ukraine in terms of strengthening of international cooperation and activation of integration processes.